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DETECTING DECEPTIVE OPINION SPAM IN ONLINE REVIEWS – THESIS PROPOSAL 

INTRODUCTION 

As the amount of people connected to the internet tends to grow each day, the time each person spends 

searching the web, sharing content and consuming information tends to grow in a similar fashion [1] [2]. This 

growth of connectivity to the internet sparked a newly found tendency to form an opinion about, research, 

rate and review the products at the same place they were going to be purchased, online [3] [4]. Because 

people are susceptible to the opinions of others [5], the user generated reviews tend to have a significant 

impact on the success of products [6] [7] [8] [9]. This influence on the economic success of products is of such 

a level that it creates an incentive to manipulate with spam as result [10] [11]. 

 

In this paper we will predominantly concentrate on the spam found in user created reviews best known as 

opinion spam or review spam [12]. Ott et al. identify two different categories of opinion spam; disruptive 

opinion spam which consists of “uncontroversial instances of spam that are easily identified by a human 

reader” and deceptive opinion spam that consists of “fictitious opinions that have been deliberately written to 

sound authentic, in order to deceive the reader” [13]. Disruptive opinion spam usually comes in the form of 

advertisement, questions or other sort of reviews that do not contain a personal opinion about that particular 

product. This form of opinion spam is perceived as less of a problem since it is relatively easy to identify by 

filtering software and readers have the option to simply ignore these non-review in their opinion forming 

process [14]. Deceptive opinion spam is considered as more of a problem since it is very difficult to detect by 

both computers and humans [15]. As these fraudulent reviews slip through the filtering mechanisms, their 

readers could be influenced by the misleading content and result in an opinion about the product that is 

based on incorrect information. The practice of deceptive opinion spam has a negative impact on both 

credibility of the website that hosts the reviewing platform as well as the competitiveness of businesses that 

are either negatively reviewed (defaming spam) [7] or simply will not participate in the fraudulent practices. 

It is therefore important to find new ways in which we can detect opinion spam in reviews to ensure the 

trustworthiness of the review platform and to prevent consumers from being misled.  

 

The aim of the research is to identify key aspects on which opinion spam can be detected with the use of a 

dataset provided by the largest reviewing site (IENS.nl) for Dutch restaurants. As it is difficult to detect 

opinion spam manually, an automated solution for spam detection could both aid review platforms in the 

growing workload due to their increasing popularity as ensure the prolonging of their credibility in the 

future. As a solution we propose a scoring system that rates and combines the trustworthiness of restaurants, 

reviewers and reviews to indicate to which extent a review can be trusted. This scoring system combines the 
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use of both the provenance of data (i.e. how it has been produced) and the review contents to detect 

opinion spam.  

RELATED WORK 

Since the late-90’s spam research mostly focused on the topics of web and search engine spam. These reports 

particularly discussed the manipulation of websites to improve their ranking in search engines [16] [17] and 

unsolicited e-mail filtering mechanisms [18] [19] [20]. Where combating search engine and e-mail spam 

primarily involved the detection of in- and outgoing links on websites and text-analysis, detecting opinion 

spam is different in that it requires advanced natural language processing (NLP) techniques, data mining and 

context analysis to separate the truthful from the fraudulent reviews [14]. 

 

In the past few years quality control on the user generated reviews could be considered as virtually 

non-existent [21]. This lack of quality control basically meant that any person could write anything without a 

proper control mechanism to filter those that were purposely trying to benefit from misleading customers. 

Currently though researchers and industries are increasingly interested in mining opinions but the issue 

regarding the trustworthiness of online reviews is still sparsely covered [22].  

 

Generally two types of approaches are defined when it comes to detecting opinion spam [23]. The review 

centric approach involves detection techniques that focus mainly on analyzing the content of the review itself 

whereas the reviewer centric approach investigates user reviewing behavior. The reviewer centric approach 

is considered the easier way to detect opinion spam since the techniques for gathering behavioral evidence of 

spammers are less complicated than those used to extract useful information from the reviews itself (e.g. text-

mining/natural language processing) [23]. As in theory a third product centric approach could be identified, 

this approach is never mentioned in any previous research probably due to the fact that identifying 

fraudulent reviews/reviewers by mainly focusing on the product (e.g. car, phone restaurant, hotel) is not 

trivial [4].  

 

Jindal and Liu where the first to categorize three different types of opinion spam [14], [22]:   

 Type 1 (untruthful opinions) Those reviews that purposely try to mislead readers or spam 

detection systems by giving products better reviews than they deserve in order to promote them or 

inversely give untruthful negative reviews to damage the reputation of that particular product. 

 Type 2 (reviews on brands only) Those reviews that state their opinion not on the product itself 

but on the seller, brand or manufacturer. As these are not representative of the quality of that 

particular product and are often biased, Jindal and Liu regard them as opinion spam although they 

might be useful to the reader. 

 Type 3 (non-reviews) Those reviews that do not contain an opinion about the particular product 

that usually come in the form of advertisement, questions, answers and random texts. 
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Because types 2 and 3 of opinion spam are easily identified by human evaluators, and thus labeled 

accordingly, machine learning1 techniques are commonly applied to detect them using computer software 

[21]. Type 1 reviews however are inherently difficult to manually label as they have been written to mislead 

humans and therefore have a hard time distinguishing the spam from the non-spam reviews. As stated in 

previous research, “the detection of deceptive opinion spam is well beyond the capabilities of human judges, 

most of whom perform roughly at-chance” [13]. This lack of human judgment makes it difficult to utilize 

machine learning when we cannot give clear examples of the spam on which the system has to train itself. 

 

As most research either uses machine learning algorithms to detect abnormal reviewing patterns or manually 

labeled examples to apply supervised learning [4], Ceolin et al. [24] have shown that provenance is a good 

indicator of trustworthiness as well. In their research the combination of both reputation and provenance 

based analysis proved to be an added value for assessing trust in tags and therefore we hope that combining 

some of the aforementioned methods will have positive results on detecting spam as well. 

RESEARCH AIM 

Our research aims to explore the application of both researched and new methods for detecting opinion spam 

and identify the features that increase the detection of opinion spam with the use of a dataset provided by 

IENS.nl2. Since a review spammer is likely to post fraudulent reviews and a fraudulent restaurant is more 

likely to have fraudulent reviewers, these three entities can be considered as intimately related and detecting 

one might help to detect the others [23]. By building a system that establishes a separate trustworthiness 

rating for the restaurant, reviewer and review, and has these ratings influence one another, we aim to 

improve the detection of opinion spam to such an extent that it could match or outperform the ability of 

human evaluators. Our main research questions are therefore: 

1. Can we use algorithms to detect deceptive opinion spam in online reviews? 

1.1. Can meta-data analysis on reviews and reviewers indicate opinion spam? 

1.2. Can natural language processing on the review content indicate opinion spam? 

1.3. Can we combine meta-data analysis and natural language processing techniques to increase 

the accuracy of the spam detection algorithms? 

The dataset IENS provides for this research consists of 270.000 user-created reviews for restaurants in The 

Netherlands. This dataset mainly contains information related to the users, reviews and restaurants e.g. 

personal information, IP-addresses, ratings of user, registration dates, ratings of restaurants, lat. and long, 

coordinates of restaurants and average menu prices. Aside from these generic information types, the dataset 

also contains labels that have been given to each review that indicate whether it was accepted or rejected by 

human evaluation at IENS. In case of a rejection, IENS assigns a more specific label indicating the reason of 

                                                                    

1 A branch of artificial intelligence, concerns the construction and study of systems that can learn from data 

2 Dutch restaurant reviewing site - www.iens.nl 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning
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why that review was rejected. Examples of these extra categories are “review given within 6 months 

of last one by same user”, “lack of circumstantiation” or “suspicion of fraud”. IENS.nl currently rejects roughly 

17% of all user posted reviews. When looking at their data it shows that the filtered content is predominantly 

rejected on the lack of circumstantiation or foul language. IENS’s main competitor Yelp.com3 uses a non-

public automated detection system that filters out another 16% of reviews after the deletion of type 2 and 

type 3 opinion spam [4] [13]. Comparing this to the manual fraud detection of IENS, where roughly 4% of 

reviews are labeled as “possible fraud”, it either means that IENS receives less spam or they have a problem 

of manually detecting it. Considering the conclusion of Ott et. Al. stating that human judges mostly perform 

roughly at-chance, we expect the latter to be the case. It thus seems that there is still a lot of room for 

improvement when it comes to the detection of deceptive opinion fraud. As IENS currently receives between 

2000 and 3000 reviews each week, the task of manually sorting the good from the unacceptable is very time-

consuming and automation is therefore welcomed.  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Depending on the selection of features that we are going to use for spam detection, different approaches can 

be taken to reach our goals. As literature shows that restaurants with a small amount of reviews [4], non-

franchise restaurants [25], restaurants with a lot of competition nearby [26] and fluctuations in average 

review scores all are indicators of possible fraud in reviews [27], we consider it good practice to see whether 

the results of those studies apply to our data as well. Aside from the tested concepts, there a numerous ideas 

that we can investigate including whether there is a connection to users using the same IP-addresses, times at 

which reviews are posted, distribution of user-ratings (each user has its own rating) that review a restaurant, 

the duration that they have been registered, the number of reviews they have posted, the resemblance 

between reviews, the type of language they use and the average length of sentences.  

 

As detecting deceptive opinion spam is a non-trivial task in any case, designating a review as spam is bound 

to come with a level of uncertainty and inaccuracy. We therefore propose to use a scoring system that 

establishes a trustworthiness rating for the restaurant, the reviewer and the review itself. As a new review is 

posted, the trustworthiness rating of both the restaurant and reviewer will influence the trustworthiness of 

the review. When that particular review is regarded to be untrustworthy, the level of trustworthiness will 

influence the ratings of the restaurant and reviewer in question. Based on the final rating of the review a 

judgment can be made whether to reject it or not. Depending on the accuracy of the scoring system this can 

be done automatically without the interference of human evaluators. As the scores have little influence on the 

review in case of a new restaurant or reviewer, this system might need to be applied to re-evaluate reviews 

that have been posted earlier.  

  

                                                                    

3 Worldwide local business reviewing site – www.yelp.com 
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For establishing the trustworthiness we will apply at least one spam detection feature per entity. To 

build the fundament of our scoring system we will implement and test the following indicator(s) for each 

entity: 

Restaurant: how does the rating of a restaurant changes when we remove all first time reviewers 

Reviewer: to what extent do their ratings deviate from the average for the reviewed restaurant 

Review: to what extent does the review resemble another 

As humans are not particularly good at evaluating reviews on deceptive opinion spam, we assume that the 

reviews that have been labeled as such in the IENS dataset represent just a fraction of the actual amount. We 

can therefore not solely rely on supervised methods4 to expose the characteristics of deceptive opinion spam 

but will use the IENS dataset to indicate the accuracy of a particular feature. Each time the scoring model and 

the selection of features have been adjusted to improve on accuracy, a sample from the selected spam 

reviews, that were previously not labeled as such, will be re-evaluated by IENS. If time allows it we will use 

the “spam labels” our system assigns to perform supervised methods (machine learning) to further uncover 

fraud indicators.  

In figure 1 we visualize the provenance of the entity (ReviewEntry) that is evaluated on basis of its 

trustworthiness,  

 

FIGURE 1: DATA PROVENANCE OF ONLINE REVIEWS USING THE PROV ONTOLOGY 

 

The activity of reviewing is always associated with a particular reviewer and restaurant. In any case is the 

reviewer influenced by a restaurant which initiates the reviewing activity. During the activity a review is 

generated which consists of text and ratings representing their opinion of the quality of that particular 

restaurant. Each activity receives a timestamp indicating the time, day, month and year of when the activity 

took place. The activity results in a ReviewEntry consisting of the actual review and the associations with the 

reviewer and the restaurant. The scores that our system assigns to the review, restaurant and reviewer, 

based on provenance, meta-data and NLP are combined to determine the trustworthiness of the ReviewEntry. 

 

                                                                    

4  the machine learning task of inferring a function from labeled training data 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
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RESULTS 

By using our scoring system to detect opinion spam we want to find more fraudulent reviews than have 

currently been labeled accordingly by the employees at IENS. The result we want to achieve is therefore that 

our algorithms will exceed the retrieval of the 4% of reviews that are currently labeled as being fraudulent. 

Although we do not aim to make a system that can instantly replace any human evaluation, we do want to 

provide the first steps into building a system that has the capability to do so.  

PROJECT PLANNING 

Month Week Activity 

February 6 Acquire knowledge about subject and 
appropriate research techniques 

 7 Acquire general knowledge about subject 
and appropriate research techniques 

 8 Acquire general knowledge about subject 
and appropriate research techniques 

 9 Acquire general knowledge about subject 
and appropriate research techniques 

March 10 Prepare dataset 

 11 Perform data analysis 

 12 Perform data analysis 

 13 Perform data analysis 

April 14 Perform data analysis 

 15 Perform data analysis 

 16 Perform data analysis 

 17 Perform data analysis 

May 18 Work on final report 

 19 Work on final report 

 20 Work on final report 

 21 Work on final report 

 22 Prepare mid-term presentation 

June 23 Prepare final presentation 

 25 **extra time in case of delays** 

 26 **extra time in case of delays** 

 27 **extra time in case of delays** 

July 28 **extra time in case of delays** 
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